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Chromatic aberrations characterize how linear optics parameters, including tunes, beta
functions, and x-y coupling parameters, depend on momentum deviation. The definition
of chromatic aberration is based on static or slowly varying momentum deviations. Linear
optics parameters are expanded in terms of momentum deviation; their coefficients are called
chromatic aberrations in this paper. The Hamiltonian and a six-dimensional symplectic map,
which are taken into account in both betatron and synchrotron motions, are reconstructed
using the measured chromatic aberrations. This map can be used to study the effects of
chromatic aberrations in beam-beam, space charge, and electron cloud phenomena.

Subject Index: 600, 630

§1. Introduction

In circular particle accelerators, the synchronous and off-momentum particles ex-
perience different kick strengths in magnetic elements such as dipoles and quadrupoles.
Consequently, the optics parameters such as tune, beta functions, and x-y coupling,
need to be extended to address the chromatic effects. In this paper, the amplitudes
of chromatic aberrations are regarded as the coefficients of power series of the optics
parameters in terms of momentum deviation. In a realistic ring, the optics parame-
ters are measured through beam experiments, in which typically the beam energy is
varied by shifting the RF frequency (for example, see Ref. 1)). Indeed, the optics
parameters are extracted from the measurement of turn-by-turn positions via moni-
toring a kicked beam2),3) at a certain location, for example, at the interaction point
(IP). Further polynomial fitting of the optics parameters in terms of beam energy
gives the amplitudes of chromatic aberrations. Finally, modeling of the optics for
off-momentum particles is done with a symplectic expression in this paper.

Modern storage rings operate under the presence of disturbances caused by non-
linear collective effects, such as beam-beam, space charge and electron cloud. In or-
der to avoid enhancement of such disturbances and thus achieve high performance,
it is essential to control the linear optics parameters. For example, the tuning of
linear optics parameters at the IP is absolutely necessary to achieve a high luminos-
ity in e+e− colliders, such as KEKB.4),5) Moreover, chromatic aberrations induce
a spread in the optics parameters and thence increase the widths and strengths of
synchro-betatron resonances. It was found that the correction of chromatic aber-
rations led to a significant increase in the luminosity of KEKB, from 1.7 × 1034

to 2.1 × 1034 cm−2s−1.6),7) Therefore, compressing the chromatic aberrations also
proved to be critically important.
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Correction of chromatic aberrations, though very important practically, is not a
concern of this paper. Indeed, its main purpose is to construct a simple symplectic
map for given chromatic aberrations in a storage ring. The map is constructed by
making use of a quadratic-form Hamiltonian. As has been demonstrated in Ref. 6),
the map is very useful in investigations of the chromatic effects contributing to
complex phenomena like beam-beam collisions. Since the chromatic aberrations
are measurable parameters, this kind of investigations is valuable in evaluating the
degradation of machine performance, such as the loss rate of luminosity of a collider.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The fundamental theory and
measurement scheme for linear optics in a six-dimensional phase space are firstly
reviewed in §2. By extending the conventional linear theory to off-momentum par-
ticles, we derive, step by step, the symplectic maps for chromatic aberrations in §3.
As an example of applying the symplectic map, the synchro-betatron resonances in
the KEKB are simulated using a particle-tracking code. The simulation results as
well as comparison with beam experiments are shown in §4. Finally, the whole work
is summarized in §5.

§2. Fundamentals of linear optics theory

2.1. Linear optics parameters

When observed turn by turn at a certain location s of a ring, the physical
coordinates of a particle, x = (x, px, y, py, z, δ)T , are transferred by a 6×6 symplectic
matrix M6(s) corresponding to the linear regime. Here the superscript T denotes
the transpose of a matrix or a vector. The periodicity of the system requires that
M6(s + L) = M6(s), where L is the circumference of the ring. The matrix M6

operates on x and gives

x(s + L) = M6(s)x(s). (1)

The one-turn matrix M6 contains 21 independent parameters, i.e. 3 tunes (μx,y,z =
2πνx,y,z) and 18 linear optics parameters. The subscripts x, y and z respectively
denote the horizontal, vertical and longitudinal motion. The tunes are independent
of s; however, the other linear optics parameters are functions of s. The matrix M6

can be written in the general form of

M6 = RηM4×2R
−1
η , (2)

where Rη is the dispersion matrix defined by

Rη =

⎛
⎝{1 − |Rη,x|/(1 + rη,0)}I2 Rη,xS2R

T
η,yS2/(1 + rη,0) Rη,x

Rη,yS2R
T
η,xS2/(1 + rη,0) {1 − |Rη,y|/(1 + rη,0)}I2 Rη,y

S2R
T
η,xS2 S2R

T
η,yS2 rη,0I2

⎞
⎠ , (3)

and M4×2 is a matrix parameterized by Twiss and coupling parameters

M4×2 =
(

M4 04×2

02×4 Mz

)
. (4)
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In the above matrices, the 4×4 matrix M4 and 2×2 matrix Mz represent the linear
betatron and synchrotron motions, respectively. The quantities Rη,x, Rη,y, S2, and
I2 are 2 × 2 matrices defined by

Rη,i =
(

ζi ηi

ζ ′i η′i

)
, i = x, y, (5)

S2 =
(

0 1
−1 0

)
, I2 =

(
1 0
0 1

)
. (6)

The parameter rη,0 is defined by rη,0 =
√

1 − |Rη,x| − |Rη,y|, and ηx,y, η
′
x,y are dis-

persion functions and their derivatives. The elements of ζx, ζ ′x, ζy and ζ ′y in matrix
Rη,i characterize the tilt of the beam, i.e. 〈xz〉, 〈pxz〉, 〈yz〉, and 〈pyz〉, respectively.
In the ring, ζx,y and ζ ′x,y are generated in a RF cavity with nonzero dispersion or in
a crab cavity, and they vary along s.

The betatron matrix is expressed by8),9)

M4 = RM2×2R
−1, (7)

where the block-diagonal 4× 4 matrix M2×2 is the so-called Courant-Snyder matrix
expressed by

M2×2 =
(

Mx 02

02 My

)
(8)

with

Mi =
(

cos μi + αi sinμi βi sinμi

−γi sinμi cosμi − αi sinμi,

)
, (9)

where i = x, y. The matrix R characterizes the x-y coupling and is defined by

R =
(

r0I2 −S2R
T
2 S2

−R2 r0I2

)
(10)

with

R2 =
(

r1 r2

r3 r4

)
, (11)

where r0 =
√

1 − |R2|.10) In particular, the matrix M2×2 is parameterized by two
betatron tunes (νx, νy) and 8 linear optics parameters (αx,y, βx,y, ri(i = 1, ...4)).
Similarly, one can show that xβ and u = R−1xβ are the vectors of the coupled and
uncoupled coordinates, respectively.

The synchrotron motion is described by the 2×2 matrix Mz in Eq. (4). Mz has
the same form as Eq. (9) with βz = αpL/μz, where αp is the momentum compaction
factor. In this paper, the sign of the synchrotron tune is chosen to be μz < 0 for
αp > 0. For storage rings, usually it is true that αz ≈ 0 with |μz| � 1.

By comparing Eqs. (1) and (2), one can re-express the physical coordinates x
as8)

x = Rη

(
xβ

xs

)
, (12)
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where the coordinates for betatron and synchrotron motions are respectively defined
as xβ = (xβ, px,β , yβ, py,β)T and xs = (zs, δs)T . It is seen that the matrices M4×2

and M6 describe the same physical system, except that the coordinates (xβ, xs)T

are transformed into x. But the matrix M4×2 has a block-diagonal form resulted
from the transformation via Rη. Due to this diagonalization, the motions in the
longitudinal and transverse directions are decoupled.

It follows from the above definitions that the synchrotron variables z and δ are
expressed by

z = ηT S4xβ + rη,0zs, (13)
δ = −ζT S4xβ + rη,0δs, (14)

where η = (ηx, η′x, ηy, η
′
y)

T and ζ = (ζx, ζ ′x, ζy, ζ
′
y)

T . As an example, the relative
difference between δ and δs is (δ−δs)/δ = 0.15% for the KEKB crab cavity operation
with ζx = 0.011, horizontal and longitudinal momentum spreads of σpx = 10−4 and
σδ = 7×10−4. The non-zero vector ζ is also induced by the RF cavity that is located
in the dispersive section. But generally ζ induced by a RF cavity is far smaller than
that induced by a crab cavity.

In the literature, the first-order derivative of the tune μ(δ) = 2πν(δ) over mo-
mentum deviation is generally called the chromaticity, i.e.

dν(δ)
dδ

= ξ(δ). (15)

In principle, the chromaticity is also function of momentum deviation, and its linear
term is ξ = ξ(0). It is natural that other optics parameters related to the betatron
motion, i.e. β(δ), α(δ), and ri(δ), also depend on the momentum deviation. These
parameters may be expanded in terms of the momentum deviation δ. The coefficients
of this expansion are called chromatic aberrations.

In our scheme, betatron-synchrotron variables (xβ, xs) are introduced in Eq.
(12). δs is more convenient to use than the original momentum deviation δ when
discussing symplectic nature. Chromatic aberrations are redefined as the “betatron
optics parameters that are functions of δs”. Note that δ = δs when ζ = 0, or the
difference is small in most of the cases discussed above.

The linear dynamics formalism with 5 variables (x, px, y, py, δ) is ordinarily used
to introduce the betatron variables and the dispersion. In this ordinary formalism,
energy is constant; the RF cavity is not taken into account. There are discrepancies
between the values obtained by the ordinary formalism and those obtained by our six-
dimensional formalism for the Twiss and dispersion parameters when accelerating
cavities are present in the dispersive section or the crab cavity. There should be
discrepancies between the emittances and chromatic aberrations, which are given by
the integrals of the Twiss and dispersion parameters, of the two formalisms. Needless
to say, those given by the six-dimensional formalism are correct.

Another type of chromatic aberration can be induced if accelerating cavities
are present in the dispersive section or the crab cavity. The physical variables are
expressed by the betatron-synchrotron variables, as shown in Eq. (3), as follows:

x ≈ xβ + ηδs + ζzs. (16)
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Symplectic Expression for Chromatic Aberrations 1103

The second and third terms on the RHS contribute to the chromatic aberrations for
δs and zs in sextupole magnets. The betatron tune is now expressed by

ν(zs, δs) = ν(0, 0) + ξδs + ξzzs + .... (17)

The other betatron optics parameters are also expanded by zs and δs. Although the
extended chromatic aberrations depending on zs are not treated in this paper, it is
possible to apply our discussion to the chromatic aberrations that depend on both
zs and δs.

2.2. Optics measurement scheme using betatron oscillation

Before derivations of the symplectic map for chromatic aberrations, it is nec-
essary for us to discuss the optics measurement scheme. As stated previously, one
essential advantage of our method is using measurable parameters obtained by beam
experiments. If the beam is kicked in a dispersion-free region, it will oscillate in the
betatron phase space around the closed orbit.

In the experiments, the beam energy is changed by shifting the frequency of the
RF cavity. The closed orbit for the frequency shift Δf is given by

M6x + f = x, f = (0, 0, 0, 0, Δz, 0)T , (18)

where Δz = −LΔf/(hf0). The quantities f0 and h are the RF frequency and
harmonic number, respectively. The shifts of δ and δs are given by

δ = r2
η,0Δz/(αpL) − Δz

2

[
cot

μx

2
(γxζ2

x + 2αxζxζ ′x + βxζ ′2x )

+ cot
μy

2
(γyζ

2
y + 2αyζyζ

′
y + βyζ

′2
y )
]
, (19)

δs = rη,0Δz/(αpL), (20)

where (ζx, ζ ′x, ζy, ζ
′
y)

T = R−1ζ and rη,0 are the values at the RF cavity. In most
cases, rη,0 ≈ 1 and the second term in Eq. (19) is small, and then the difference
between δ and δs induced by the frequency shift is also small. For example of KEKB
(ζx = 0.011, βx ≈ 1 m), suppose that rη,0 = 1, the second term in Eq. (19) is about
10−5 times smaller than the first term. Thus, it is fair to assume that δ = δs, and
then the tunes and transverse optics parameters, which are measured as functions
of Δz/(αpL), can be regarded as functions of δs.

With this simplification, the transfer matrix for the betatron motion is expressed
by

M4(δs) = R(δs) exp
[
μx(δs)S4Ax(δs) + μy(δs)S4Ay(δs)

]
R−1(δs)

= exp
[
μx(δs)S4R

−1T (δs)Ax(δs)R−1(δs) + μy(δs)S4R
−1T (δs)Ay(δs)R−1(δs)

]
,

(21)

where Ax and Ay are symmetric matrices represented by Twiss parameters, i.e.

Ax =

⎛
⎝ γx αx

αx βx
02

02 02

⎞
⎠ , (22)
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Ay =

⎛
⎝ 02 02

02
γy αy

αy βy

⎞
⎠ . (23)

Suppose that AR
i = R−1T AiR

−1 with i = x, y, it can be verified that the Courant-
Snyder invariants are 2Ji = xT

β AR
i xβ, since there is

exp
(−μxAR

x S4 − μyA
R
y S4

)
AR

i exp
(
μxS4A

R
x + μyS4A

R
y

)
= AR

i , (24)

where the relations exp(−μx,yAx,yS4)Ax,y = Ax,y exp(−μx,yS4Ax,y) and Ax,yS4Ax,y =
AR

x,yS4A
R
x,y = 0 are used. For the given Courant-Snyder invariants (2Jx,y), the phase

space trajectory is expressed by Dirac delta functions, i.e.

δ(xT
β AR

x xβ − 2Jx)δ(xT
β AR

y xβ − 2Jy). (25)

It is obvious that the above function describes a combination of two ellipses (elliptic
torus) in a four-dimensional phase space.

The easiest way to determine AR
x or AR

y is to measure the second-order moment
of the phase space variables. Suppose that a kicker excites the x mode with an
amplitude Jx. The second-order moment of the elliptic trajectory is expressed by

〈xβxT
β 〉 =

1
2π

∮
xβxT

β δ(xT
β AR

x xβ − 2Jx)dxβ (26)

=
1
2π

∮
RuuT RT δ(γxx2 + 2αxxpx + βxp2

x − 2Jx)du (27)

= JxR

⎛
⎝ βx −αx

−αx γx
02×2

02×2 02×2

⎞
⎠RT . (28)

The complete form of 〈xβxT
β 〉 for x and y modes is given in Ref. 3). In beam

experiments, the second-order moments 〈xβxT
β 〉 are extracted from data of beam

position monitors, and thus Twiss parameters contained in Ax and R are determined.

§3. Symplectic maps for chromatic aberrations

In most of the following we neglect the chromatic aberrations in the dispersion
matrix and treat the symplectic maps operating on the dynamic variables (xβ, xs)T

instead of x. To demonstrate our method, we start from discussing a simple case
of first-order chromatic aberrations for the betatron motion in the horizontal plane
in §3.1. Then, in §§3.2 and 3.3, the method is extended to arbitrary chromatic
aberrations for Twiss parameters and for x-y coupling, respectively. An alternative
approach to constructing a symplectic map for chromatic aberrations is discussed
in §3.4. The general expression for the nonlinear dispersion function is addressed in
§3.5.

3.1. Linear chromatic aberrations

The fundamental concept of our method can be elucidated with the simplest case
of linear chromatic aberrations without considering x-y coupling. Suppose that three
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Twiss parameters for the horizontal motion are defined by a first-order expansion in
terms of δs as follows:

μx = μx,0 + μx,1δs,

βx = βx,0 + βx,1δs,

αx = αx,0 + αx,1δs, (29)

where the quantities μx,1, αx,1 and βx,1 are the first-order chromatic aberrations.
The extension to the vertical motion can be obtained easily by replacing x by y in
the above equations. For the sake of convenience, however, the subscript x will be
dropped in this subsection and §3.2. Furthermore, the subscripts β and s are also left
out of both the betatron variables xβ and the synchrotron variables xs in §§3.1−3.4.

The one-turn transfer matrix for betatron motion has the same form as shown
in Eq. (9), with μ, α, and β now depending on δ. This expression is symplectic for
the x or y motion in its two dimensional phase space, but it is not symplectic in the
six dimensional phase space when synchrotron motion is included. Ideally, the map
for betatron motion can be written as follows:11),12)

M(δ) ≡ exp
[
(μ0 + μ1δ)S2

(
γ(δ) α0 + α1δ

α0 + α1δ β0 + β1δ

)]
, (30)

where γ(δ) = [1+(α0+α1δ)2]/(β0+β1δ). However, this form is difficult to evaluate in
a symplectic manner. Instead, the δ-dependent matrix can be split into the product
of two matrices as follows:

M(δ) = M(0)MH(δ). (31)

The above expression implies that all the chromatic dependences are lumped into
MH(δ). To find the explicit form of MH(δ), it is convenient to use a mixed variable
generating function F2

13) defined as power series of momentum deviation.
Truncated to the first order terms of momentum deviation, F2 can be written in

the form of

F2(x, p̄, δ̄) = xp̄ + zδ̄ + HI(x, p̄, δ̄), (32)

where the quadratic Hamiltonian HI is defined by

HI(x, p, δ) =
ax2 + 2bxp + cp2

2
δ, (33)

and the quantities x̄, p̄, z̄, and δ̄ are the new coordinates after transformation. Since
the generating function should give linear transformation for the betatron motion,
F2 only contains terms of x and p up to the second-order, and the parameters a, b
and c are to be determined later.

Using the generation function F2, the coordinate transformation can be derived
by

x̄ =
∂F2

∂p̄
= x +

∂HI

∂p̄
= x + bxδ̄ + cp̄δ̄, (34)
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p =
∂F2

∂x
= p̄ +

∂HI

∂x
= p̄ + axδ̄ + bp̄δ̄, (35)

z̄ =
∂F2

∂δ̄
= z +

∂HI

∂δ̄
= z + (ax2 + 2bxp̄ + cp̄2)/2, (36)

δ = δ̄. (37)

From the above equations, the new coordinates are transferred by(
x̄
p̄

)
= MH(δ)

(
x
p

)
, (38)

with the transfer matrix of

MH(δ) =

(
1 + bδ − acδ2

1+bδ
cδ

1+bδ

− aδ
1+bδ

1
1+bδ .

)
. (39)

Equations (36) and (37) show how the symplecticity condition leads to coupling of
transverse and longitudinal motions.

The next step is to derive the relations between (a, b, c) and (α1, β1, μ1) defined
in Eq. (30). Firstly, MH(δ) is solved using Eq. (31)

MH(δ) = M−1(0)M(δ). (40)

By expanding the right hand side (RHS) of the above equation in terms of δ and
comparing its elements with Eq. (39), the coefficients a, b and c can be explicitly
determined as follows:

a =
sin2 μ0

β2
0

[−β1(cot μ0 + α0)(1 + α2
0)

+
{−α1 + μ1 csc2 μ0 + 2α1α0 cot μ0

+ (α1 + μ1 csc2 μ0)α2
0

}
β0

]
, (41)

b =
sin2 μ0

β0

[−β1(1 + α2
0) + {α1 cot μ0

+ (α1 + μ1 csc2 μ0)α0

}
β0

]
, (42)

c =
[
β1 cot μ0 − β1α0 + (α1 + μ1 csc2 μ0)β0

]
sin2 μ0. (43)

Immediately it is seen that a, b and c are expressed in terms of (μ0, α0, β0, μ1, α1, β1),
which are measurable parameters as has been discussed in the previous section.

Once the map given by Eqs. (34)−(37) (MHI
) is achieved, one can construct a

one-turn map as follows:

Rη ◦ M4×2(0) ◦MHI
◦ R−1

η , (44)

where Rη is given by Eq. (3). The above map operates on the dynamic variables of
x. The symbol “◦” in the above equation indicates an operation of product between
two maps. At this point, the map is not matrix due to Eq. (36). The operation is
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Symplectic Expression for Chromatic Aberrations 1107

performed from the right to the left. Since the x-y coupling is not taken into account,
the coupling matrix R in M4 (Eq. (7)) is simply a 4 × 4 unit matrix.

Transformation MHI
is performed using the energy before RF acceleration in

each revolution. The approximation is feasible for a small synchrotron tune; that is,
the energy change in one revolution is small.

The transformation given by Eq. (39) contains higher-order terms in δ, this is
necessary to maintain the symplectic condition in x motion and y motion. It is noted
that if the matrix M(0)MH(δ) is used to calculate the Twiss parameters, it does not
reproduce the definitions of Eq. (29), but contains leakage to higher-order terms in δ.
Figure 1 shows the tune and beta functions as functions of δ given in Eq. (39) at the
collision point in the high energy ring (HER) of KEKB, where the Twiss parameters
and their linear chromatic aberrations are α0 = 0, β0 = 1.45 m, dν/dδ = 1.3,
dβ/dδ = 45 m and dα/dδ = −18. The coefficients are (a, b, c) = (5.0,−0.60, 13.0),
(4.3,−1.3, 15.0) and (3.6,−2.1, 16.0) for ν0 = 0.505, 0.510 and 0.516, respectively. It
is seen that the leakage to nonlinear terms in δ that appear in Eq. (39) is negligible,
but the beta function exhibits significant leakage when the tune approaches the half
integer (or an integer). This leakage can be improved by taking into account higher-
order terms of δ in the generating function or the Hamiltonian, as to be discussed
in the next section.

3.2. Higher-order chromatic aberrations

It is straightforward to extend the method demonstrated in the previous section
to treat higher-order chromatic aberrations. In a general form, the tune and Twiss
parameters are expanded in terms of δ as follows:

μ = μ0 +
N∑

n=1

μnδn,

β = β0 +
N∑

n=1

βnδn,

α = α0 +
N∑

n=1

αnδn. (45)

Mathematically the upper band of summations N can be taken to infinity in the
above equations, however, high-order chromatic aberrations are hard to be measured
accurately. Practically, N = 2 or 3 is the reasonable order to be considered.6)

Following the treatment in the previous section, the chromatic aberrations are
related to the Hamiltonian defined by

HI(x, p̄, δ̄) =
∑
n=1

anx2 + 2bnxp̄ + cnp̄2

2
δ̄n. (46)

The transformation for the Hamiltonian MH(δ) is expressed in the same form as Eq.
(39) by replacing aδ, bδ and cδ with

aδ →
∑

anδn ≡ A,
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Fig. 1. Tune and beta function as functions of δ given by Eq. (39) at the collision point in KEK-

HER, where the linear chromatic aberrations are dν/dδ = 1.3, dβ/dδ = 45 m, and dα/dδ = −18.

bδ →
∑

bnδn ≡ B,

cδ →
∑

cnδn ≡ C. (47)

Consequently, the transfer matrix for chromatic aberrations MH(δ) is expressed as

MH(δ) =
(

1 + B − AC
1+B

C
1+B−A

1+B
1

1+B

)
. (48)

The transformation for z is

z̄ = z +
∑
n=1

(ax2 + 2bxp̄ + cp̄2)nδn−1/2. (49)

The relations between (μn, βn, αn) and (an, bn, cn) can be obtained by equalizing the
matrices defined by Eqs. (40) and (48).
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Symplectic Expression for Chromatic Aberrations 1109

For example, the second-order relations are given as follows:

a2 =
1

2β2
0

[
2a1b1β

2
0 + {(−α2 cos 2μ0 + α2 + 2μ2

+ α1μ1 sin 2μ0)α2
0 + 2(b2

1 − a1c1 + μ1(α1 + μ1)
+ α1μ1 cos 2μ0 + α2 sin 2μ0)α0 − α2 + 2μ2

+ α2 cos 2μ0 + 2(b2
1 + μ2

1 − a1c1) cot μ0

− α1μ1 sin 2μ0}β0 − 2(β1μ1 cos μ0

+ β2 sinμ0)(cosμ0 + α0 sinμ0)(α2
0 + 1)

]
, (50)

b2 =
1

2β0

[{
2b2

1 + μ1(α1 + μ1) + α1μ1 cos 2μ0

+ α2 sin 2μ0 + (−α2 cos 2μ0 + α2 + 2μ2

+ α1μ1 sin 2μ0)α0} β0 − 2(β1μ1 cosμ0

+ β2 sinμ0)(α2
0 + 1) sinμ0

]
, (51)

c2 =
1
2

[2b1c1 + β1μ1 − β2α0 + α2β0

+ 2μ2β0 + (β1μ1 + β2α0 − α2β0) cos 2μ0

+ (β2 − β1μ1α0 + α1μ1β0) sin 2μ0] . (52)

It is seen that the the above formula contain chromatic aberrations up to the second-
order, although they contain terms of third (and higher) order for δ. Higher-order
parameters of (an, bn, cn) can be obtained in a similar way, however, they are not
provided here because the expressions are very lengthy.

3.3. Chromatic aberrations related to X-Y coupling

In this section, we take into account the x-y coupling in the betatron motion
represented by the 4 × 4 matrix M4. The parameterization of the x-y coupling is
given in Eqs. (7)–(11). The matrix M4 defined in Eq. (7) should now be regarded as
a function of δ such that

M4(δ) = R(δ)M2×2(δ)R−1(δ). (53)

The momentum-dependent coupling parameters can be expanded as

ri(δ) = ri,0 +
∑
n=1

ri,nδn, (54)

where the coefficients ri,n are regarded as the chromatic aberrations for x-y coupling.
With x-y coupling included, the Hamiltonian resulted from the chromatic aber-

rations is expressed as

HI(x, p̄x, y, p̄y, δ̄)
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=
∑
n=1

(anx2 + 2bnxp̄x + cnp̄2
x + 2dnxy + 2enxp̄y

+ 2fnyp̄x + 2gnp̄xp̄y + uny2 + 2vnyp̄y + wnp̄2
y)δ̄

n/2

≡ (Ax2 + 2Bxp̄x + Cp̄2
x + 2Dxy + 2Exp̄y

+ 2Fyp̄x + 2Gp̄xp̄y + Uy2 + 2V yp̄y + Wp̄2
y)/2, (55)

where the coefficients D to W have the similar forms as those shown in Eq. (47).
It is obvious that the 10 sets of coefficients an, ..., wn are related to the chromatic
aberrations αx,n, βx,n, μx,n, αy,n, βy,n, μy,n, and ri,n, i = 1, ..., 4. The transformation
due to the Hamiltonian is expressed in the same manner as in Eqs. (34)−(37)

x̄ = x +
∂Hξ

∂p̄x
= x + Bx + Cp̄x + Fy + Gp̄y, (56)

px = p̄x +
∂Hξ

∂x
= p̄x + Ax + Bp̄x + Dy + Ep̄y, (57)

ȳ = y +
∂Hξ

∂p̄y
= y + V y + Wp̄y + Ex + Gp̄x, (58)

py = p̄y +
∂Hξ

∂y
= p̄y + Uy + V p̄y + Dx + F p̄x, (59)

z̄ = z +
∂Hξ

∂δ̄
= z + x2

∑
n

nanδ̄n−1/2 + xp̄x

∑
n

nbnδ̄n−1

+ p̄2
x

∑
n

ncnδ̄n−1/2 + xy
∑
n

ndnδ̄n−1 + xp̄y

∑
n

nenδ̄n−1

+ p̄xy
∑
n

nfnδ̄n−1 + p̄xp̄y

∑
n

ngnδ̄n−1 + y2
∑

n

nunδ̄n−1/2

+ yp̄y

∑
n

nvnδ̄n−1 + p̄2
y

∑
n

nwnδ̄n−1/2, (60)

δ = δ̄. (61)

The above equations represent an implicit map for the chromatic aberrations, its
explicit form can be found after tedious calculations, resulting in a 4 × 4 matrix of
MH(δ) as follows:

MH,11 = 1 + B + CMH,21 + GMH,41,

MH,12 =
C − FG + CV

K
,

MH,13 = F + CMH,23 + GMH,43,

MH,14 =
G − CE + BG

K
,

MH,21 =
−A + DE − AV

K
,

MH,22 =
1 + V

K
,
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Symplectic Expression for Chromatic Aberrations 1111

MH,23 = − D − EU + DV

K
,

MH,24 = − E

K
,

MH,31 = E + WMH,41 + GMH,21,

MH,32 =
G + GV − FW

K
,

MH,33 = 1 + V + WMH,43 + GMH,23,

MH,34 =
W − EG + BW

K
,

MH,41 = − D + BD − AF

K
,

MH,42 = − F

K
,

MH,43 =
−U + DF − BU

K
,

MH,44 =
1 + B

K
, (62)

where K = (1 + B)(1 + V ) − EF . The relations between the Twiss parameters
(αn, ..., ri) and the coefficients (an, ..., wn) are determined by

M4(δ) = M4(0)MH(δ). (63)

The left-hand side (LHS) and the RHS of the above equation are expressed using
the Twiss parameters and coefficients of the Hamiltonian, respectively. It is very
complicated to write down the analytical expressions for the relations between the
chromatic aberrations and the coefficients of the Hamiltonian. However, it is easy to
obtain these relationships numerically. Multiplying Eq. (63) with M(0)−1, we have

M4(0)−1M4(δ) = MH(δ). (64)

The RHS of the above equation can be expanded in terms of δ as follows:

MH(δ) =
∑
n=1

MH,nδn. (65)

The first and second matrix coefficients are

MH,1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

b1 c1 f1 g1

−a1 −b1 −d1 −e1

e1 g1 v1 w1

−d1 −f1 −u1 −v1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (66)

MH,2 =⎛
⎜⎜⎝

b2 − a1c1 − d1g1 c2 − b1c1 − f1g1 f2 − c1d1 − g1u1 g2 − c1e1 − g1v1

−a2 + a1b1 + d1e1 −b2 + b2
1 + e1f1 −d2 + b1d1 + e1u1 −e2 + b1e1 + e1v1

e2 − a1g1 − d1w1 g2 − b1g1 − f1w1 v2 − d1g1 − u1w1 w2 − e1g1 − v1w1

−d2 + a1f1 + d1v1 −f2 + b1f1 + f1v1 −u2 + d1f1 + u1v1 −v2 + e1f1 + v2
1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .
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Note that MH,1 contains only first-order coefficients of the Hamiltonian, and the
elements of MH,2 contains second-order coefficients and products of first-order coef-
ficients. Thus, all coefficients are determined uniquely. The form of MH,3 is similar
to that of MH,2 but is not shown here due to its huge size.

On the other hand, the LHS of Eq. (64) can be expanded in terms of δ as follows:

M4(0)−1M4(δ) = I4 +
∑
n=1

Mnδn, (67)

where Mn is numerically defined for the given chromatic aberrations, αx,n, βx,n, μx,n,
αy,n, βy,n, μy,n, and ri,n, i = 1, ..., 4. The coefficients can be determined order-by-
order. Now, we determine 10 × n independent coefficients of the Hamiltonian HI

from the chromatic aberrations in tunes, Twiss parameters, and x-y coupling. A
symplectic transformation for the Hamiltonian is obtained from Eqs. (62) and (60)
using the observed or computed chromatic aberrations, αx,n, βx,n, μx,n, αy,n, βy,n,
μy,n, and ri,n, i = 1, ..., 4. A one-turn map is again obtained via Eq. (44).

3.4. Direct method for chromatic aberrations

In the previous sections, the Hamiltonian is used to construct a perturbation
map for chromatic aberrations. Since the Hamiltonian is written in the truncated
form of power series in terms of momentum deviation, there is leakage in high-order
chromatic aberrations. Actually, the map for chromatic aberrations can be directly
obtained without using either a Hamiltonian or a generating function. This direct
map is also symplectic in the six-dimensional phase space and strictly reproduces
the chromatic aberrations. That is, there is no leakage to higher-order terms in δ,
in contrast to what are reported in §§3.1−3.3.

Given that the transfer matrix for the betatron motion depends on δ, to satisfy
the symplectic condition, the longitudinal coordinate z should be mapped with a
function of the betatron and synchrotron variables as follows:

x̄ = M4(δ)x, (68)
z̄ = z + g(x, px, y, py, z, δ), (69)
δ = δ̄, (70)

where M4(δ) will generally have the same form of Eq. (53). Mathematically, the
symplectic map should satisfy the following Poisson bracket relation:

[x̄, z̄] = [p̄x, z̄] = [ȳ, z̄] = [p̄y, z̄] = 0, (71)

[z̄, δ̄] = 1. (72)

Equation (72) requires g to be independent of z, because [z +g, δ] = 1 gives ∂zg = 0.
Equation (71) is expressed in matrix form of

[M4(δ)x, z] + [M4(δ)x, g(x, px, y, py, δ)] = 0. (73)

The explicit expression of the Poisson bracket is

(∂δM4(δ))x + M4(δ)S4(∂xg) = 0, (74)
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Symplectic Expression for Chromatic Aberrations 1113

where ∂xg = (∂xg, ∂pxg, ∂yg, ∂pyg)T and

S4 =
(

S2 0
0 S2

)
. (75)

By using the symplectic condition for M4, one can obtain the following result from
Eq. (74)

∂xg = MT
4 (δ)S4(∂δM4(δ))x. (76)

Performing differentiation with respect to δ to the symplectic condition for M4 leads
to

∂δ(MT
4 (δ)S4M4(δ)) = (∂δM

T
4 (δ))S4M4(δ)

+ MT
4 (δ)S4(∂δM4(δ)) = 0. (77)

Equation (77) shows that MT
4 S4(∂δM4) is a symmetric matrix. Therefore, g is

obtained from Eq. (76) as

g = xT MT
4 (δ)S4(∂δM4(δ))x/2. (78)

The term that depends only on δ appears as nonlinear momentum compaction in
the next section.

Here we show the expression for g in more detail. ∂δM4(δ) is given by

∂δM4(δ) = ∂δ(R(δ)M2×2(δ)R−1(δ))

= ∂δRM2×2R
−1 + R∂δM2×2R

−1 + RM2×2∂δR
−1, (79)

where ∂δM2×2 is represented by ∂δMx,y. And ∂δMx,y(δ) is expressed by

∂δMi(δ) =(−∂δμi sinμi + ∂δαi sinμi + αi∂δμi cosμi ∂δβi sinμi + βi∂δμi cos μi

−∂δγi sinμi − γi∂δμi cos μi −∂δμi sinμi − ∂δαi sinμi − αi∂δμi cos μi

)
,

(80)

where

∂δγi =
2∂δαiαi

βi
− 1 + α2

i

β2
i

∂δβi, i = x, y. (81)

In the case of ∂δR, the derivative for r0 =
√

1 − r1r4 + r2r3 is obtained in the same
manner as Eq. (81).

This direct method can be straightforwardly extended to the transfer map for
off-momentum particles between two arbitrary positions s1 and s2 around the ring.
Assuming that the RF cavity is not located between s1 and s2, the map can be
written in the form of

x(s2) = M4(s2, s1, δ)x(s1), (82)

z(s2) = z(s1) + g
(
x(s1), px(s1), y(s1), py(s1), z(s1), δ

)
(83)
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with g given by

g = x(s1)T MT
4 (s2, s1, δ)S4(∂δM4(s2, s1, δ))x(s1)/2, (84)

where M4(s2, s1, δ) = R(s2, δ)M2×2(s2, s1, δ)R(s1, δ)−1. The matrix elements are
written in the form of Twiss parameters and phase advance between s1 and s2 in
terms of the power series of δ.

3.5. Nonlinear dispersion

The symplectic map for nonlinear dispersion can be derived in a similar way.
For the sake of simplicity we neglect the chromatic aberrations in ζx,y, ζ

′
x,y in this

section. It is also assumed that the 0th-order terms of ζx,y and ζ ′x,y with respect
to δ have already been subtracted from x, as shown in §2.1. First we assume that
the nonlinear dispersion contribution is subtracted from the betatron coordinates as
follows:

xβN
= xβ −

∑
n=2

ηnδn, (85)

where xβN
is the betatron coordinate around the δ-dependent closed orbit. The

subscript β is again used for the betatron variables. From Eq. (85), the related
Hamiltonian is described by

S4
∂Hη

∂xβN

=
∑
n=2

ηnδn. (86)

The above equation can be integrated over the coordinates to obtain the Hamiltonian
as follows:

Hη =
∑
n=2

(η′x,nxβN
− ηx,npx,βN

+ η′y,nyβN
− ηy,npy,βN

)δn. (87)

This Hamiltonian gives the transformations expressed by Eq. (85) and the following
transformation for the longitudinal coordinate:

zsN = zs +
∑
n=2

(η′x,nxβN
− ηx,npx,βN

+ η′y,nyβN
− ηy,npy,βN

)nδn−1. (88)

Suppose the transformation described by Eqs. (85) and (88) equals MHη , the
one-turn map is now expressed by

Rη ◦M−1
Hη

◦ M4×2(0) ◦MHI
◦MHη ◦ R−1

η ◦ x. (89)

Similarly, the nonlinear momentum compaction can also be introduced in the same
way as the nonlinear dispersion. Suppose that the related Hamiltonian is

Hαp =
∑
n=3

αp,n

n!
δn, (90)

where αp,n is the n-th order momentum compaction with respect to δ. Then, replac-
ing Hη by Hη + Hαp in Eq. (89) gives the symplectic map including the effects of
both nonlinear dispersions and momentum compactions.
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Symplectic Expression for Chromatic Aberrations 1115

Fig. 2. Measured vertical and horizontal beam sizes. The red crosses denote the vertical beam

size and the blue crosses denote the horizontal beam size. The vertical beam size around the

non-resonance point is approximately 1.25μm. The vertical and longitudinal tunes are νy = 0.6

and νz = −0.021, respectively.

§4. Synchro-betatron resonances driven by chromatic aberrations
in KEKB

As seen in the previous section, the Hamiltonian related to chromatic aberrations
represents a quadratic form with respect to the betatron variables and a form of
power series with respect to the momentum deviation. The symplectic map derived
from the Hamiltonian clearly indicates the coupling of betatron and synchrotron
motions, and thence synchro-betatron resonances can be studied straightforwardly.
In this section, we compare the measurements with simulations related to synchro-
betatron resonances in KEKB.

In the KEKB, two types of measurements were performed to study chromatic
aberrations. One was a beam size measurement versus transverse tune. The second
was the measurement of chromatic aberrations at the interaction point using turn-
by-turn data obtained with beam position monitors.

The beam size is measured with a synchrotron light monitor using an interferom-
eter.14) Figure 2 shows the transverse beam size versus the horizontal tune measured
on May 16, 2008 for νy = 0.6 and νz = −0.021. Several peaks can be observed in the
figure, and their positions are shifted as νy was varied. This indicates that the peaks
corresponds to the linear x-y coupling resonance and its synchrotron sidebands. This
measurement confirmed the existence of remarkable chromatic aberrations in KEKB
optics. Similar measurements were also performed at CESR.15)

The chromatic aberrations for optics parameters at the interaction point are
measured using turn-by-turn data obtained with beam position monitors located
on both sides of the interaction point (s = ±0.7 m) for various values of beam
energy.2),3) They are measured in a single-bunch operation without collisions. Table
I lists the values of the chromatic aberrations measured on May 26, 2009. It is difficult
to precisely measure the vertical Twiss parameters (βy, αy) at the interaction point;∗)

∗) The vertical beta function at the interaction point is determined by βy = (βy,m −p
β2

y,m − 4s2)/2, where βy,m is the beta function of the monitor. The beta function at the in-

teraction point βy is given by the difference between two large values.
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Table I. Chromatic aberrations in linear optics parameters measured at the KEKB interaction

point; the values for αy and βy were obtained by SAD using the design lattice.

βx αx βy(SAD) αy(SAD) νx νy r1 r2 r3 r4

δ0 1.31 0.00482 0.00590 3.81×10−5 0.526 0.588 0 0 0 0

δ1 0.890 5.46 -0.109 22.2 1.60 4.75 0.0235 -0.737 -38.8 -84.0

δ2 2.12×103 -2.56×103 6.06 -1.58×103 112 52.1 263 -235 2.33×104 -1.26×104

δ3 -2.50×105 9.67×105 -0.659 -58.3 2.38×103 -1.54×1042.64×1042.48×104 -7.65×105 5.48×105

Table II. Coefficients of the Hamiltonian obtained by the method described in §3.3 using the chro-

matic aberrations in Table I for νx,0 = 0.526 and νy,0 = 0.588.

a b c d e f g u v w

δ1 7.51 0.902 13.5 25.1 -0.160 -57.6 -0.404 0.543×104 15.0 0.164

δ2 392 -339 0.131×104 0.238×105 85.3 -0.157×105 -145 0.216×106 406 4.11

δ3 -3610.110×106 0.806×105 0.193×107 0.370×105 0.208×108 0.256×105 -0.173×108 -0.387×105 -430

therefore, the values computed by SAD16) for the design lattice were used. These
values changed after every optics correction (performed after each machine break,
which occurs once in two or three weeks) and every beam tuning of optimizing the
luminosity (performed day by day).

The coefficients of the Hamiltonian HI for the chromatic aberrations are calcu-
lated up to the third order using the method described in §3.3, and the values are
listed in Table II.

The synchro-betatron resonances caused by the chromatic aberrations were stud-
ied using the symplectic map expressed by the Hamiltonian HI . A particle-tracking
code based on the formalism described in §3.3 was written and used to track par-
ticles in the presence of the measured chromatic aberrations. In the simulations,
1000 macroparticles are initialized with a Gaussian distribution in which the initial
size is given by the emittance and linear optics parameters, where the horizontal,
vertical, and longitudinal emittances are εx = 1.8 × 10−8 m, εy = 1.8 × 10−10 m
and εz = 4.9 × 10−6 m, respectively. The macroparticles are tracked with radiation
damping (4000/2000 turns in transverse/longitudinal directions, respectively) and
excitation. The equilibrium beam sizes in the horizontal and vertical planes are
obtained by taking the average of the particle coordinates after 30,000 turns.

The horizontal tune is scanned in steps of Δνx = 1.4 × 10−4 at a fixed vertical
tune νy = 0.588; the coefficients in the Hamiltonian HI are kept constant during
the tune scan. We also assume that the 0th-order x-y coupling parameters vanish
because they are optimized during the daily operation at KEKB. Figure 3 shows the
resulting beam sizes normalized by the unperturbed beam size. Dispersion is not
taken into account in this simulation, that is, Rη = I6. It is seen that several peaks in
the beam sizes are observed in the figure. They correspond to the synchro-betatron
resonances generated at �νx + mνy + nνz = Integer, with �, m, and n integers.
Each resonance is characterized by the values of (�, m, n), and the peaks from left to
right in Fig. 3 correspond to the following resonances: (2,0,1), (1,−1,−3), (1,−1,−2),
(1,−1,−1), (1,−1,0), (1,−1,1) and (1,−1,2). At the resonance of 2νx +νz = Integer,
both the horizontal and the vertical beam sizes increase. Essentially, these reso-
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Symplectic Expression for Chromatic Aberrations 1117

Fig. 3. Simulated vertical and horizontal beam sizes versus unperturbed horizontal tune, obtained

using coefficients up to the third order in the Hamiltonian. Vertical and longitudinal tunes are

νy = 0.588 and νz = −0.021, respectively.

nances cause the horizontal beam size to blow up. The vertical beam size increases
because of the nonlinear x-y coupling due to the chromatic aberrations. At the syn-
chrotron sideband resonance of the x-y coupling, the vertical beam size increases
but the horizontal beam size decreases. These behaviors qualitatively agree with the
measurements shown in Fig. 2. It is also noted that the width of the simulated peak
is narrower than that of the measurement result. There are various uncertainties in
the beam measurements, such as higher-order optics and measurement conditions.
For example, the beam size measurement took around 1 min at each frequency, so
the tune drift may affect the measured spread.

The damping time of the betatron oscillation has been measured to be 2000−4000
turns, which is consistent with the radiation damping time given by SAD. The cor-
responding tune shift is less than 0.0005. The nonlinear terms in the Hamiltonian
such as xmyn with m + n ≥ 4 are estimated to be very small at KEKB, thus their
effect on the tune spread should be negligible. The spread of the sideband can be
induced by higher-order nonlinear terms, such as xmynδ. Linear x-y coupling is con-
trolled at the operating point around (νx, νy) = (0.51, 0.56) but not at other points
in the tune scan measurement. Ambiguity in the measurement, linear x-y coupling,
or nonlinear chromatic coupling are plausible explanations for the width discrepancy
in the present result.

§5. Conclusions

Chromatic aberrations characterize how the linear optics parameters of betatron
oscillation vary under slow synchrotron oscillation. In most circular accelerators,
the optics parameters depend only on the momentum deviation δ. The transverse
oscillation, which depends on δ, produces (because of betatron oscillation) an effect
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in z, which is a canonical conjugate of δ. Both the transverse oscillation and the
effect on z maintain symplecticity in a six-dimensional phase space.

In this paper, we have discussed the symplectic expressions for chromatic aber-
rations. The main properties of our method are summarized as follows: 1) It utilizes
the measurement of optics parameters as power series of the momentum deviation; 2)
It assumes that the Courant-Snyder formalism can be extended to the off-momentum
particles; 3) The revolution matrix in the four-dimensional betatron phase space can
be written in the form of power series of the momentum deviation; 4) The symplec-
tic condition is enforced and thus the one-turn symplectic map is constructed in the
six-dimensional phase space.

Using two methods, the six-dimensional symplectic map is obtained from four-
dimensional revolution matrix. The first method is based on a Hamiltonian formal-
ism using the generating function, which yields six-dimensional canonical transfor-
mations. The second method is based on matrix transformation with an additional
longitudinal transformation so as to retain the symplectic condition. These methods
can be applied to construction of symplectic maps between two arbitrary locations
in a ring.

Contemporary circular machines are equipped with many turn-by-turn moni-
tors. The Twiss parameters and phase advances can be measured at many places
in the ring; therefore, transfer maps with chromatic aberrations can be obtained at
the places. These methods can treat extended chromatic aberrations, i.e. the optics
parameters in the betatron matrix M4(z, δ) are functions of both momentum devia-
tion and longitudinal position. For instance, the first method can straightforwardly
treat M4(z, δ) up to a second-order polynomial of z and δ.

The symplectic map can be used in six-dimensional particle tracking simula-
tions for purpose of studying the influence of chromatic aberrations on synchro-
beta resonances with beam-beam, space charge, impedance effects, and so on. The
synchro-beta resonance case was studied to demonstrate the capability of the ob-
tained symplectic map. Results of particle tracking simulation using the symplectic
expression were compared with beam size measurements in tune space. Simulation
results qualitatively agreed with the measurements of resonance behavior.
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